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Quilt Maker Pro 18
Versatility at Your Fingertips
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Quilt Maker Pro 18 Versa

Built-in Telescoping
Thread Stand

Digital LCD
Touchscreen Displays

Two Mode stitch
Regulators

Features

•Responsive foot pedal

Quilt Table

Included Accessories

•1 8” of throat space and
8” of vertical space (Four
times the quilting space
of the average home
sewing machine)

•Easy needle change

•3 1.5” x 36” full table
surface

•2 Quick change
sewing feet:
1/4” ruler foot (installed)
and open toe foot

•Easy setup and assembly
•Paired with the exclusive
Versa Table with built-in
Versa Stitch Regulation
•Adjustable table height
from 25.5” to 39.5”
•Stitching speed up to
2,200 stitches per minute
•From 4 up to 22 precision
stitches per inch
•Two modes of stitch
regulation: Precision or
Cruise
•Janome Longarm Feet
compatible; comes with
quarter-inch ruler foot
installed, open-toe foot

•Low-bobbin estimator
and alarm
•Q uilting alarm and project
timer

•Adjustable legs for easy
height transition: sit or
stand with preference

•Walking stitch plus five
basting stitch options

•14 different available
height positions

•Presets for saving favorite
manual mode stitching
options

•Leveling feet to adjust to
all floor surfaces

•Stitch counters
•B obbin-area “dam” allows
for use of canned air for
lint removal
•B uilt-in diagnostics
•Easy USB machine and
software updates
•Easily upgrade to a
movable-carriage frame if
your table needs change

•Constructed of highquality steel
•Smooth top for easy free
motion quilting
•Constructed to conceal
all cords behind and
underneath table

•Accessory pack with
4 extra bobbins, 20
needles, sample thread,
hook oil, cleaning brush
and bobbin tension
screwdriver

Optional Accessories
•Interchangeable Janome
longarm feet, including
Couching Foot, Square
Feet, Sure Foot, Glide
Foot, and Echo Feet
•H orizontal Spool Pin
•1 8” x 32” table extensions
•Mini Casters

•Adjustable high-resolution
color touch screen
•N eedle-stop position
control
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